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Words to Know
Parliament- Britain’s government
Harsh- cruel and unfair
Delegates- representatives
Justify- declare or prove to be right

Underline the “Words 
to Know” found in the 
passage. (see bottom)

? Something you have 
a question about

!  Something that 
surprised you

Your favorite fact

A five member committee, including Thomas 
Jefferson, was asked to write a declaration explaining 
why they wanted to separate and to justify the 
decision to others

Essentially, the Declaration of Independence 
was the world's biggest “break up” letter.  The 
colonists were “breaking up” with King George. The 
colonists wanted to overthrow, or get rid of the 
current government.

The Declaration of Independence stated that 
the colonies were no longer under the control of Great 
Britain or King George III.  The declaration proclaimed 
that the rights of the people would be protected. 
American colonists wanted to govern themselves 
without interference from King George III.

A list of complaints against King George III and 
the British Parliament were included as well. 

Lastly, the final paragraph announced the new 
independent country of the United States of America.  
This essentially would allow them to form alliances 
with other countries.

The Second Continental Congress began after the Revolutionary War had 
already started.  One of the first acts of Congress was to establish an army to 
fight the British troops stationed in the colonies.  The Second Continental Congress 
later met in Philadelphia in 1776.  Representatives from the thirteen colonies 
gathered to discuss the harsh treatment from Great Britain.  John Adams was in 
favor of separating from England and convinced many other delegates to vote for 
independence.

2nd Continental Congress
in 1587.The first five words of the Declaration are, “When in the course of…”

Did you know? 

What was in the final 
paragraph?

What was one of the
first acts of Congress?

Why did representatives 
meet in Philadelphia?
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Check the correct answer

True or false

Jefferson
Abolish
Alter
Preamble
Justify
Oppression
Adams
Franklin
committee

Word search

Who was the primary author of the Declaration of Independence?

What is the introduction called?

What does oppression mean?

Fill in the blank

Jefferson Adams Madison

Grievances Preamble Resolution

Cruel Easy Complete

Thomas Jefferson was inspired by 
Enlightenment ideas from 
philosophers like John Locke and 
Baron de Montesquieu. 

The third paragraph describes the 
purpose of the document. 

TRUE             FALSE TRUE             FALSE

When a government becomes oppressive, the people have the right to 
alter or _________________________ it.

The Declaration of Independence can be broken up into ____________
parts. 

introduction
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in 1587.

Declaration of rights Answers

The first person to sign the document was John Hancock. 

The Declaration of Independence was written on parchment with iron gall ink.  
Part two of the Declaration of Independence is called the Declaration of Rights. 
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that 
they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among 
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”  The Declaration of 
Independence was written on parchment with iron gall ink.

Self-evident- obvious
Endowed- given or provided with
Consent- approval
Assumption- belief

What are the 3 rights
listed?

Who had the idea of 
natural rights?

What is part 2 called?
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Did you know? 

The basic assumption is that every human is 
equal.  It is interesting to note that during that time 
period, women and African Americans did not 
receive equal treatment.  What did Jefferson mean 
when he said “All men are created equal?”

Three rights listed in the famous second 
paragraph are life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. They believed that the government's job 
was to make sure those rights are provided to all 
people. Unfortunately, King George was ignoring 
those rights.

The Declaration states that those three rights 
are unalienable rights, rights you are born with that 
cannot be taken away.  This paragraph was 
influenced by John Locke’s idea of natural rights.

“That to secure these rights, governments are 
instituted among men …”  This means that the 
people establish a government in order protect their 
rights.  Governments should get their power from 
the people they govern or the consent of the 
governed.



Check the correct answer

True or false

King
Complaints
Resolution
Jury
Soldiers
Trade
Laws
Taxation
congress

Word search

What was King George collecting for no reason?

The king took away their right to have a trial by a _____.

What is the final part of the document called?

Fill in the blank

Gold Taxes Tea

Parliament Judge Jury

Residency Revolution Resolution

The Declaration of Independence 
was actually signed on October 2nd. 

The long list of grievances states 
the abuses and unjust doings of 
King George III. 

TRUE             FALSE TRUE             FALSE

The colonists had asked the king several times for compromises but the 
king responded with more __________________________________. 

He also forced colonists to ________________________ military 
soldiers. 

Grievances and resolution
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